In recent work (J. Chem. Phys. 124, 044113 (2006)) we have shown how to generalize Jarzynski's fast switching method for the computation of free energy differences to large timestep trajectories. Although such trajectories mimic the true time evolution of the system only approximately, the resulting free energies are exact. The large timestep approach, which can lead to considerable efficiency increases, is particularly simple for phase space volume conserving algorithms such as the velocity Verlet integrator. In this paper we explore the consequences of using non-symplectic integration algorithms, which do not conserve phase space volume, in fast switching simulations. We find that if the phase space volume expansion or contraction is taken into account properly, the large timestep approach remains valid and may yield considerable efficiency improvements. If, however, the change in phase space volume caused by the integration algorithm is simply neglected, serious inaccuracies of the free energy estimate may arise particularly for large system sizes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of free energies (or free energy differences) is of paramount importance in many applications of molecular simulation ranging from the prediction of the phase behavior of a given substance to the study of ligand affinities in the design of pharmaceuticals. As an accurate estimation of free energies requires the determination of entropic contributions related to phase space volumes, such calculations are computationally expensive in essentially all interesting cases. Accordingly, a significant effort has been directed towards the development of sophisticated, efficient simulation algorithms during the past decades 1, 2 . Recently, Jarzynski's non-equilibrium work theorem 3 has provided the basis for a new procedure to compute free energies, the so called fast switching or fast growth method. Jarzynski's theorem, one of the few known exact results of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, relates the equilibrium free energy between two different states of a system to the statistics of work carried out during non-equilibrium transformations. More specifically, consider a classical many particle system with total energy H(x, λ) depending on x, which includes all degrees of freedom specifying the microscopic state of the system, and an external parameter λ. Imagine now that the system is in equilibrium with a heat bath at temperature T for a given fixed value λ A of the external parameter. If one then changes the external parameter from its initial value λ A to a certain final value λ B in a time τ according to a particular protocol λ(t) while the system evolves in time, an amount of work W is performed on the system. This work, which depends on the initial microscopic state of the system and the trajectory it follows according to the rules of the underlying dynamics, is the change in energy H due to the change in the external parameter λ:
where the dot indicates a time derivative. Then, the free energy difference ∆F ≡ F (B) − F (A) between two states A and B corresponding to the values λ A and λ B of the external parameter is then given by 3 :
exp(−β∆F ) = exp(−βW ) .
Here β = 1/k B T and the angular brackets · · · indicate an average over all trajectories starting at initial conditions canonically distributed at temperature T with respect to H(x, λ A ). Since work is performed on the system by changing the external parameter λ the system is driven away from equilibrium and in general follows nonequilibrium trajectories. The Jarzynski theorem (2) has been shown to be valid under very general conditions for various types of dynamics including deterministic Hamiltonian dynamics and stochastic Brownian dynamics 3-8 . Equation (2) lends itself to implementation in a simple computer simulation algorithm. In a first step, initial conditions are generated via suitably thermostated molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulation with the external parameter fixed at λ A . Then, starting from these initial conditions trajectories of temporal length τ are generated by integrating the equation of motion with a finite timestep algorithm while changing λ from λ A to λ B . For each trajectory the work W performed on the system is calculated and finally the free energy difference is obtained by averaging the work exponential exp(−βW ) over all generated trajectories.
Although in principle the procedure sketched above yields the exact free energy difference between states A and B, the accuracy of the calculation strongly depends on the protocol λ(t) (in particular on the switching rate) used to switch the external parameter from its initial to its final value. If the switching is performed too rapidly, the work performed on the system may markedly exceed the free energy difference. In this case typical trajectories yield work values that essentially do not contribute to the exponential average in Equ. (2) 9-11 . The work values dominating the exponential average, on the other hand, are generated rarely, leading to large statistical deviations in the computed free energy. This statistical problem limits the straightforward application of the Jarzynski equation to switching protocols in which the system departs from equilibrium only mildly and the deviations of the work W from the free energy difference ∆F do not exceed ≈ k B T . 11 The requirement of staying close to equilibrium necessitates low switching rates and hence long and computationally expensive trajectories such that in general fast switching simulations do not outperform conventional free energy computation such as Zwanzig's perturbative treatment 12 or Kirkwood's thermodynamic integration method 13 .
To date several approaches have been put forward to overcome this limitation by enhancing the generation of non-equilibrium trajectories yielding the important work values with generalizations of statistical mechanical biased sampling techniques, such as umbrella sampling and thermodynamic integration, to the space of trajectories 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] . Another technique to improve the efficiency of fast switching simulations recently suggested by Lechner et al. 18 consists of integrating the equations of motion with unusually large timesteps. This method can also be combined with the biased sampling techniques mentioned above. It can be shown that the large timestep algorithm yields the exact free energy difference even though the large timestep trajectories do not faithfully represent the dynamics of the system. Since with a large timestep fewer integration steps are necessary to generate a trajectory of given length in time, the large timestep algorithm may lead to efficiency gains in fast switching simulations. Whether this is indeed the case depends on whether or not changes in the work statistics caused by the large timestep neutralize the benefit of low cost approximate trajectories. While in some cases considerable computational savings can be achieved using large timesteps 18 the improvement is modest in others 19 .
In the large timestep procedure, which is based on the generalization of Jarzynski's identity for phase space mappings, the physical work performed on the system is replaced by a generalized work definition that includes a term depending on the phase space contraction or expansion generated by the integration algorithm. For volumepreserving integration algorithms mappings that conserve phase space volume exactly, the generalized work definition is particularly simple. In this paper we investigate the application of non-symplectic integration algorithms in the large timestep formalism. In particular, we study the effect of the non-volume-preservation of such algorithms on the accuracy of the computed free energies. The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. First we give an introduction to the large timestep formalism and explain how we estimate statistical errors. After that we present and discuss results obtained for four systems of various complexity. Conclusions are given in the last section.
II. LARGE TIMESTEP FORMALISM
The deterministic time evolution of a molecular system can be viewed as a mapping that maps an initial phase space point x 0 into a well defined phase space point x t after time t:
For time-reversible dynamics knowledge of the final point x t permits to uniquely determine the starting point
t (x t ). Now consider a general invertible and differentiable mapping in phase space,
that does not necessarily correspond to a particular time evolution of the system. For such a mapping one can prove that 18, 20 
where the work function W φ is defined as
Note that only if the mapping φ(x) corresponds to dynamics that conserve the canonical distribution for fixed control parameter λ, the work function W φ is identical to the physical work W of Equ. (1) 5 . In this case the term containing the Jacobian on the right hand side of the above equation corresponds to the heat Q absorbed by the system during the transformation, Q = k B T ln |∂φ/∂x|, and Equ. (6) can be viewed as an expression of the first law of thermodynamics.
In molecular dynamics simulations the time evolution of the system is approximated by solving the equations of motion with a finite timestep ∆t. Usually, the size of this timestep is chosen to obtain a sufficiently accurate representation of the dynamics and, at the same time, a low computational cost. At each step of the molecular dynamics simulation a phase point x t is mapped into a phase point x t+∆t = ϕ ∆t (x t ), where the particular form of ϕ ∆t depends on the algorithm used for the integration of the equations of motion. The concatenation of n = τ /∆t such steps then yields a mapping that takes an initial point x 0 into the final point x τ :
where the circle indicates the concatenation of functions. For this particular mapping resulting from the execution of n molecular dynamics step the work function W φ can be calculated by application of the chain rule
where we have assumed that during the integration of the equations of motion the control parameter λ is changed from λ A to λ B . Thus, the work function consists of the energy difference between the final and initial point plus a sum of terms each one depending of the Jacobian associated with a single molecular dynamics step. With this definition of the work function the free energy difference ∆F can be calculated exactly from Equ. (6) for arbitrary size of the timestep ∆t. In practice, this approach can be implemented only provided that the timestep is chosen such that the numbers obtained during the integration of the equations of motion do not exceed the range representable in the computer, i.e. the timestep is within what we call the stability limit.
For symplectic algorithms which preserve phase space volume, such as the velocity Verlet algorithm 1 , the Jacobian |∂ϕ ∆t (x)/∂x| is unity and the work function reduces to the energy difference between the final and initial point:
If, however, one uses an integrator that does not preserve the phase space volume, such as the Runge-Kutta algorithm 21 , the Jacobian needs to be taken into account explicitly. For some very simple systems, the Jacobian can be calculated analytically, but in general this is very difficult.
The large timestep approach can also be applied to stochastic dynamics such as Langevin or Brownian dynamics 21 . For stochastic dynamics the time evolution of the system does not only depend on the initial condition x 0 from which the system starts but also on the particular time dependent noise η(t) coupled to the system (such as the random force in the case of Langevin dynamics). Accordingly, the point x τ reached by the system a time τ after starting from x 0 can be written as:
Since for a particular noise history η(t) this mapping is invertible and differentiable, Equ. (5) is valid for a fixed noise history. Averaging over noise histories does not change this result, such that the large timestep formalism remains exactly valid also in the case of stochastic integrators 18 . Interestingly, it follows that for the calculation of free energies the stochastic fluctuations entering the equations of motion of the system are not required to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem provided the appropriate work function is used 18 . Whether this freedom can be used to improve the efficiency of fast switching simulations is currently unclear.
In the following sections we will apply the large timestep formalism to different systems using deterministic and stochastic propagation rules. Our goal in doing this is twofold. On one hand we will compare the statistical errors of algorithms that preserve phase space volume to those that do not. Since the Jacobian can be calculated easily only for simple systems, we will also study how neglecting the Jacobian contribution introduces systematic errors into the free energy calculation.
III. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
For a comparison of different fast switching algorithms we need a quantitative measure for the efficiency, which is provided in this section. In a fast switching simulation based on Eq. (2) the free energy difference is estimated from a finite sample of trajectories:
where
φ is the work function calculated according to Equ. (8) for the i-th of N trajectories. Due to the finite sample size this free energy estimate is subject to a statistical error:
Here, the angular brackets denote an average over many samples. For sufficiently large sample sizes the statistical error is given by 9, 22 :
Accordingly, the number of trajectories required to obtain an accuracy of in the free energy difference ∆F is:
Now, the computational cost of a fast switching simulation is proportional to the number N of trajectories needed to obtain the required accuracy times the number n = τ /∆t of timesteps per trajectory. We hence define the cost function
which measures the total computing time (in units of the computing time for a single molecular dynamics step) required to obtain an accuracy of k B T in the free energy estimate. The cost function C CPU depends on the timestep both through the number of timesteps per trajectory as well as through the statistics of the work function W φ which is also affected by the size of the timestep. Using Equ. (15) we can systematically compare the efficiency of fast switching algorithms for varying timesteps.
IV. RESULTS
A. Stochastic dynamics
First we study the application of the large timestep formalism to stochastic dynamics. An example for this type of time evolution is Langevin dynamics, in which the influence of a bath on the system of interest is modeled by random forces 23 :
Here q and p represent the positions and momenta of all particles in the system, m is the mass of the particles, ζ is the friction constant and η(t) is a time dependent random force that satisfies the fluctuation-disspation theorem. These equations of motion can be solved numerically with a finite timestep integration scheme such as 21 :
were a(q(t); t) denotes the acceleration (note the explicit time dependence due to the changing external parameter λ(t)) and δr G and δv G are random variables that need to be drawn from the appropriate bivariate distribution 21 . The coefficients c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 depend only on the timestep and the friction constant:
This integration scheme reduces to the well known velocity Verlet algorithm in the limit of ζ → 0. In the limit of small timesteps, where the integrated trajectory faithfully represents the dynamics of the system described by the equations of motion (16), the phase space volume contracts at a constant rate and the Jacobian for a time evolution of length τ is given by:
where n f is the number of degrees of freedom of the system. This result can be obtained by directly calculating the Jacobian of the integration scheme (17) (note that the random variables δr G and δv G do not contribute to the Jacobian of the transformation because they do not depend on positions or velocities) or by considering the time derivative of the Jacobian according to the equations of motion (16) . For large timesteps, however, the Jacobian in general acquires a dependence on positions and therefore needs to be calculated explicitly at each timestep.
Dragged harmonic oscillator
The first model we studied consists of a onedimensional particle of mass m evolving according to the Langevin equation (16) in a harmonic potential that is translated at constant speed. This model, which we call the dragged harmonic oscillator, has been studied earlier in the context of the Jarzynski equality 24 . The time dependent potential experienced by the particle is:
where k is the force constant of the harmonic potential. The position λ(t) of the minimum of the harmonic trap is assumed to change linearly in time with pulling speed ν: λ(t) = νt. A similar but higher dimensional model where the bath is treated explicitly will be discussed in section IV B 2.
As the free energy of the system does not depend on the position of the harmonic trap, the free energy difference ∆F between two states A and B characterized by different trap positions, λ A = λ(0) = 0 and λ B = λ(τ ) = ντ , vanishes exactly. For the dragged harmonic oscillator the Jacobian for a single Langevin dynamics step (see Equ. (17)) can be calculated analytically:
(23) Due to the linearity of the force in the position coordinate, this single step Jacobian is independent of the initial position and the initial momentum of the oscillator. Therefore, the Jacobian |∂φ/∂x| of a complete trajectory can be obtained by taking the expression (23) to the power of n = τ /∆t, the number of timesteps per trajectory. Note that for a vanishing friction constant the Langevin algorithm (17) reduces to the velocity Verlet algorithm and the phase space volume is exactly conserved in this limit regardless of the size of the timestep.
For our numerical simulations we selected parameters for which the fast-switching simulation can be performed easily. In particular, we set the friction constant to ζ = 0.02, the temperature to k B T = 1, the switching rate to ν = 0.1, the particle mass m = 1, and the force constant k = 1. The path length τ = 1/ν is selected such that the harmonic trap is displaced by one unit during the transformation. As in all following simulations, the initial conditions for the large timestep trajectories were generated with canonical Monte Carlo simulation. The free energy difference ∆F , computed as a function of the timestep ∆t using the work function (8) is shown in Fig. 1 . As expected, the free energy ∆F vanishes for all timesteps within the accuracy of the calculation. The free energy computed from the uncorrected work function neglecting the contribution arising from the Jacobian is also shown in Fig. 1 . As the timestep varies from 0.002 to 1 the contribution due to the Jacobian, −k B T ln |∂φ/∂x|, changes from 0.19993 to 0.183347. The computational cost C CPU for obtaining an accuracy of k B T in the free energy difference is shown in Fig.  2 as a function of step size. On a wide range of the step size the cost is inversely proportional to the step size. This trend is reversed only for the largest step size of ∆t = 1 that is just short of the stability limit. As the Jacobian is a constant that cancels in the expression (15) for the computational cost, this increase for large timesteps is due to the effect of the inaccurate integration on the statistics of the energy difference ∆H ≡ H(φ(x), λ B ) − H(x, λ A ) between the initial and the final state. The results shown in Fig. 2 indicate that in a fast switching simulation of the dragged harmonic oscillator the best efficiency is obtained for a timestep close to the stability limit.
Sun's model
To investigate the performance of the large timestep approach for a system with non-constant Jacobian we applied it to a model introduced by Sun 14 . In this model a single particle is moving in a time dependent potential that is transformed from a double well at time t = 0 into a single quartic well at t = τ = 1/ν:
where λ(t) = t/τ = νt. The free energy difference between initial and final state can be determined analytically, ∆F = 62.9407 . . . , facilitating the validation of the numerical simulations. For this model the Jacobian associated with a single Langevin dynamics step is not constant due to the nonlinearity of the potential. Nevertheless, it can be be determined analytically:
Using this expression, the work function W φ can be determined exactly for each trajectory. The free energy difference calculated for the Sun model as a function of step size is depicted in Fig. 3 . In this case, the integration algorithm became unstable already for ∆t = 0.2. Good agreement with the analytical value for all timesteps is obtained only if the work function includes the term depending on the Jacobian as required by Equ. (8) . The computational cost C CPU for such calculations is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the step size. Its steady decline with increasing step size indicates that also in this case optimum efficiency is obtained for large timesteps close to the stability limit.
B. Deterministic dynamics
In a fast switching simulation based on Newtonian trajectories the application of the large timestep approach is most simple for symplectic integrators which conserve the phase space volume. For integration algorithms that do not strictly conserve phase space volume a Jacobian term must be included into the work function. Omission of this term can cause substantial errors in the free energy estimate. Here, we study this effect using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm that is widely used in molecular simulation 21 .
Sun's model
First we applied the Runge-Kutta integrator to the one-dimensional Sun model (see Equ. (24)) evolving deterministically according the Newton's equations of motion. The phase space compression factor of a single Runge-Kutta step can be calculated analytically for this model such that the calculation of the work function including the Jacobian term is straightforward. (As the resulting expression for the Jacobian is rather complicated we refrain from reproducing it here.) The distributions of the work function W φ with and without the Jacobian term k B T ln |∂φ/∂x| are depicted in Fig. 5 for ν = 1/τ = 0.1 and ∆t = 0.1, the largest stable timestep used in our simulations. Inclusion of the Jacobian term shifts the distribution of the work function to larger values. Note, however, that this shift is small even if the timestep used here is rather large. The resulting free energy differences for a switching rate of ν = 0.1 are depicted in Fig. 6 as a function of the step size and show good agreement with the analytical value. While it is possible to obtain valid results using the Runge-Kutta algorithm with a large timestep, no significant efficiency gain can be obtained. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , the C CPU curve shows no decline of the computational effort with growing timesteps (and therefore shorter trajectories). In this case, the increase in the fluctuations in the work function neutralizes the potential gain related to the lower cost of shorter trajectories. 
Dragged harmonic oscillator in bath
The last model we discuss here is the dragged harmonic oscillator with explicit bath. In this model a single particle is trapped in a harmonic potential that is moved at constant speed. In contrast to the dragged harmonic oscillator of Sec. IV A 1, the bath is not represented by a friction term and a stochastic force in the equation of motion but is modeled explicitly as a soft sphere fluid.
Due to the high dimensionality of the system, the evaluation of the Jacobian for the Runge-Kutta algorithm is impractical. Instead of assessing the effect of neglecting the Jacobian term, we therefore compare results obtained with the non-volume conserving Runge-Kutta algorithm and the volume conserving velocity Verlet algorithm.
The model we study here consists of N = 108 particles in three dimensions in a periodically replicated box of volume V interacting via the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential 25 :
where r is the interparticle distance and the cutoff-radius is given by r c = 2 1/6 σ. All simulation were carried out at a density of ρ = N/V = 0.8σ −3 . One single particle is kept in a harmonic potential analogous to that of Equ. (22) . As the external parameter λ(t) is changed from 0 to 1 during the time τ = 1/ν the trap is translated at constant speed ν by a distance of σ. A force constant k = 1000 /σ 2 ensures that the particle follows the motion of the trap through the rather dense fluid. All simulation results are presented in reduced units in which σ = 1 and = 1. Due to symmetry, the free energy between the initial and the final state vanishes. Free energies calculated for different timesteps at a switching rate of ν = 0.1 with the Runge-Kutta algorithm as well as with the velocity Verlet algorithm are depicted in Fig. 8 . The largest timestep for which the integration algorithms remain stable for this model is ∆t = 0.01. For the Runge-Kutta algorithm, ∆F shows large deviations from the true value especially for larger timesteps were the effect of the phase space compression is more distinct. As the Runge-Kutta algorithm without correction for the phase space contraction does not yield correct results, we have not calculated the computational cost C CPU in this case. Examples for a free energy profile ∆F calculated both with the Runge-Kutta as well as the velocity Verlet algorithm as a function of λ, the position of the trap, for a timestep of ∆t = 0.01 are depicted in Fig. 9 . Here the phase space compression caused be the Runge-Kutta algorithm manifests itself in a steady decrease of the free energy during the course of the dragging process.
The deviations due to neglect of the Jacobian term in the work function are much larger in the higher dimensional case (see Fig. 8 ) than for the one-dimensional system (see Fig. 6 ). This difference is due to the fact that the phase space volume contraction caused by the Runge-Kutta algorithm grows exponentially with system size. Hence, the contribution to the free energy resulting from the Jacobian term grows linearly with the number of degrees of freedom. For large systems, neglecting the Jacobian can therefore lead to substantial errors in the free energy difference if a non-volume conserving integrator such as the Runge-Kutta algorithm is used. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that large timestep simulations with non-phase space volume conserving algorithms can yield correct results if one takes a Jacobian dependent term, arising from the non-conserved phase space volume, properly into account in the work function. In this case, it can be computationally advantageous to generate trajectories with a large timestep. In general, however, it is impractical to evaluate the Jacobian contribution along large timestep trajectories precluding an exact free energy calculation. Particularly for high-dimensional systems, neglecting the change in phase space volume caused by the integrator may lead to large and uncontrolled errors in the free energy. It is therefore advisable to carry out fast switching simulations with large timesteps only with algorithms that preserve phase space volume.
